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PLEASE NOTE

There is an interesting proposal going around about sending tea bags to 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. Washington DC 20500 as

a protest of the enormous bail-out package with pork that was denied public scrutiny and debate.    Word is that actual tea

bags in envelopes may not get past security, so it might be better to send a written protest along with an image of a tea

bag,  such as the label only --- or a copy of the label.  Might even help to suggest in the enclosure that if the recipient

doesn't know what the significance of the tea image is, he or she better read American history.  Maybe something like,

"Why the tea?  Read your history!".

=========================== 

LOAD OF --- YOU KNOW WHAT !   (an opinion by Robert Williams) 

Many of us Americans come from ordinary families that have worked and saved and raised kids.  Some of these kids

volunteered for our armed forces.  Some of them came back badly hurt and some never came back.  Many were hurt

unnecessarily because self-admiring pompous asses were too arrogant or dumb to properly run our wars or properly supply

our troops.  Our congress and government and educational systems and financial systems are over-filled with people who

think they know better than us how we should behave.  Seems like  the only qualification for becoming such an aristocrat

is total lack of common sense because their egos leave no room for it.  But they order us around and then expect us to pay

enormous sums to bail them out of the messes that they themselves make. 

We are told that we who work have to "redistribute" what we strained so hard to earn.  First we must give to our

self-righteous "leaders" so they can run ever more expensive campaigns,  have affairs, cheat on their taxes, have special

health care at our expense,  raise their own salaries at will, and commute sitting alone in huge expensive planes.   Then we

must give to people who are able to work but refuse, and further give  to criminals who cross our border illegally.   We

must even give to the defense lawyers who get terrorists released so the terrorists become free to kill us some more. 

We are told that competitiveness is "not fair" so everyone should strive to be mediocre.  We are told we must not "offend"

those who preach our death or criticize their religion because their culture deserves just as much "respect" as ours.    In a

country that once got prosperous on the weed-out process of free enterprise,  we are told we have to pay huge sums to large

financial institutions and companies to keep them from failing because they were mismanaged by bloated idiots.   We are

told we have to pay to keep people in homes they couldn't afford when they bought their inflated caves with nothing down.

We are told that it's OK for colleges to have overtly communist professors and OK to invite the president of Iran to speak

on how Islam is going to wipe out Israel and then us, and OK to have campus professors and student groups preaching the

Michael Moore and Jane Fonda style of hate-America,  but it's NOT OK to have U.S. military recruiting on campus. 

The worst of it is that the press is largely in favor of such a system and loudly perpetuates it daily. 

So what am I gonna' do about this load of  "you know what" dumped on us?  Well at the very least I'm gonna' send a tea

bag image to congress so it gets there around April 15th.  I'm also thinkin' seriously about including something like the

following stuff about HONOR because I don't think congress and government in general knows what the word means. 

HONOR is defending with our lives the principles of the American Constitution and Bill of Rights. 

HONOR is electing representatives who actually work for the people and obey the same laws they make for us. 
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HONOR is willingness to do honest work and voluntarily share with others. 

HONOR is the marriage of a man and a woman and the bringing up of children to uphold these same timeless principles. 

HONOR is trustworthiness so steadfast that no other power can corrupt it. 

HONOR is generosity and courage and kindness to the helpless. 

HONOR tells not falsehoods and strives to bring forth good. 

HONOR is the willingness to be accountable and reluctance to whine and blame others. 

HONOR is above all the control of self, which requires great inner strength ---- therefore being hated by the evil, envied by

the weak, and respected by the good. 

SO WHEN WILL OUR CONGRESS AND EXECUTIVE BRANCH AND JUDICIAL BRANCH DECIDE TO BE

HONORABLE?????  NOT UNTIL WE TELL THEM WHAT A LOAD OF "YOU KNOW WHAT" THEY GOT

BETWEEN THEIR EARS AND THAT WE ARE NOT GOING TO SHOVEL IT FOR THEM ANYMORE !!!


